
WRITE ARABIC NUMBERS IN EXCEL 2010

If you want to convert numeric numbers to Arabic numbers: Press Ctrl + 1 for Format Cell; Go to Custom and type this
code: [$]0.

Prevent Duplicate Cells; Compare Ranges Replied on October 23, In reply to irfanshariff's post on October 23,
Isn't the display what counts here? Works with Office and  Although you're typing the numbers that are used
in English, the display will change to the numbers used in Arabic after quitting the cell. Another method is as
follows, although not very practical: In the Insert tab of Excel, click Symbol. Insert your numbers from there.
Download and free trial Kutools for Excel Now! In the Convert between Roman and Number dialog box,
please select Number to roman under the Operation, and you can view the results in the Preview pane, see
screenshot: 4. Full features day free trial. Easy deploying in company. Please note that when you use this
method, Excel automatically changes the format in a similar way to what is mentioned above. Super Formula
Bar easily edit multiple lines of text and formula ; Reading Layout easily read and edit large numbers of cells ;
Paste to Filtered Range In column A, you have the numbers that are used in English. In front of Subset, choose
Arabic. Then click OK or Apply button, the Arabic numbers will be converted to roman numbers at once. In
column C, you have the numbers that are used in Arabic, typed in the same way as their English counterparts,
but displayed this way thanks to the format trick tested on Office  Excel is not Word. After installing Kutools
for Excel, please do as follows: 1. Select the Arabic numbers you need to be converted to roman numbers. In
the Symbol window that opens, choose the font that you want in front of Font. More than powerful features. In
the grid of characters below them, look for the numbers that are used in Arabic they start with the zero, called
Arabic-Indic Digit Zero. Note: If you want to convert the roman numbers to Arabic numbers, you just need to
choose Roman to number in the Convert between Roman and Number dialog box. Open and create multiple
documents in new tabs of the same window, rather than in new windows. Now, if you want that the typing of
numbers from the keyboard itself yields the numbers that are used in Arabic, we're out of luck. Only Word
provides the option of displaying the keyboard numbers as the numbers used in Arabic. Demo: Convert
between Arabic numbers and roman numbers with Kutools for Excel Kutools for Excel: with more than handy
Excel add-ins, free to try with no limitation in 60 days. Download and free trial Now! The format trick is a
workaround. Supports all languages.


